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Automatic Pavement Crack Detection
Based on Structured Prediction

with the Convolutional Neural Network
Zhun Fan, Senior Member, IEEE, Yuming Wu, Jiewei Lu, and Wenji Li

Abstract—Automated pavement crack detection is a chal-
lenging task that has been researched for decades due to the
complicated pavement conditions in real world. In this paper, a
supervised method based on deep learning is proposed, which
has the capability of dealing with different pavement conditions.
Specifically, a convolutional neural network (CNN) is used to
learn the structure of the cracks from raw images, without any
preprocessing. Small patches are extracted from crack images as
inputs to generate a large training database, a CNN is trained
and crack detection is modeled as a multi-label classification
problem. Typically, crack pixels are much fewer than non-crack
pixels. To deal with the problem with severely imbalanced data, a
strategy with modifying the ratio of positive to negative samples
is proposed. The method is tested on two public databases and
compared with five existing methods. Experimental results show
that it outperforms the other methods.

Index Terms—Pavement crack detection, convolutional neural
network, deep learning, structured prediction, multi-label classi-
fication, imbalanced data.

I. INTRODUCTION

PAVEMENT distress detection is a significant step for
pavement management [1]. The goal is to obtain the

pavement condition information for maintenance. Cracking is
the most common type of pavement distress. Since automated
crack detection systems are safer, lower costing, more efficient,
and more objective, the research about them has attracted wide
attention from both the academy and the industry [2], [3].

Automated crack detection is a challenging task. In the past
few decades, image based algorithms of crack detection have
been widely discussed. In early studies, methods are mostly
based on combination or improvement of conventional digital
image processing techniques, like thresholding [4], mathemat-
ical morphology [5], and edge detection [6]. These methods
are generally based on photometric and geometric hypotheses
about properties of crack images [7]. The most distinguished
photometric property is that crack pixels are the darker pixels
in an image. Based on that, threshold value is determined
globally or locally to segment cracks and background [4], [8],
[9]. However, these approaches are very sensitive to noise as
they are performed on individual pixels. In order to overcome
this problem, other methods take geometric information into
account. For instance, the continuity property of cracks is
considered to reduce the false detection [5]. Local binary
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pattern operator is used to determine whether a pixel belongs
to cracks based on the local orientation [10]. Wavelet transform
is applied to separate crack regions and crack free regions
with multi-scale analysis [11]. These methods detect cracks
efficiently, but they are not precise enough for finding all the
cracks in an image. More recent works have been proposed
to improve the accuracy of the detection method, and can be
sorted into the following several branches.

Minimal Path Based Methods: Minimal path problem is
to find best paths between nodes of a graph. Several methods
based on the minimal path principle are proposed. Kaul et
al. propose an algorithm that can find an open curve without
knowing either the endpoints or topology of the curve [12].
Nguyen et al. take brightness and connectivity into account
simultaneously to provide features of anisotropic cracks along
free-form paths [13]. Amhaz et al. propose strategies to select
endpoints at a local scale and to select minimal paths at the
global scale [14]. These methods utilize distinguished features
of crack pixels in a global view. However, the drawback
is that they are too computationally intensive for practical
applications.

Machine Learning: With the development of machine
learning, several methods focusing on feature extraction and
pattern recognition have been proposed for crack detection
[15]–[18]. In CrackIT [16], Oliveira et al. use the mean and
the standard deviation for unsupervised learning to distinguish
blocks with crack from blocks without crack. Cord et al. use
AdaBoost to select textural descriptors that can describe crack
images [17]. In CrackForest [18], Shi et al. propose a new
descriptor based on random structured forests to characterize
cracks. The performance of these methods are great but
very dependent on the extracted features. However, due to
complicated pavement conditions, it is hard to find features
effective for all pavements.

Deep Learning: For image classification tasks, deep learn-
ing has been proven to work better than traditional machine
learning methods [19]. Recently, deep learning methods are
successfully applied on damage and distress detection [20]–
[23]. Cha et al. use a sliding window to divide the image into
blocks and CNN is used to predict whether the block contains
cracks or not [20]. But the method can only find patch level
cracks without considering the pixel level. In [23], Zhang et
al. use CNN to predict whether an individual pixel belongs
to crack based on the local patch information. However,
the method ignores the spatial relations between pixels and
overestimates crack width. In [21], Zhang et al. use CNN to
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Fig. 1. Two examples of structured prediction based on CNN. (a) Two pixel examples of the original image. (x1, y1), (x2, y2) are the coordinate of the
pixel. (b) The extracted patches centered on the pixels. In the method the size of the patches is 27× 27. (c) The structured prediction results of CNN with
the patches input. (c1) is obtained from (b1) and (c2) is obtained from (b2). In the method the size of the output structure is 5× 5. (d) The probability map
obtained by applying structured prediction on all pixels.

predict class for each pixel of the image. However, it still
needs manually designed feature extractors for preprocessing,
and CNN is only used as a classifier. Besides, its network
architecture is strictly related to the input image size, which
prevents generalization of the method.

Since CNN can extract good features from raw data, this
paper propose a CNN based method that can learn the
crack structure of a small patch within an image to find the
whole crack on pixel level without preprocessing. Specifically,
patches are exacted on each individual pixel of a raw image
to build a training database. Then a CNN architecture is
proposed for structured prediction as a multi-label problem
[24]. Since crack pixels are much less than non-crack pixels
in a typical image, applying structured prediction directly
can hardly obtain a satisfied result. To solve the multi-label
classification problem with imbalanced samples, we propose
a strategy with modifying the ratio of positive to negative
training samples. After training, the CNN can predict the
centered structure of each input patch. Then all structure
results of an image are summed to obtain a probability output,
which reflects the condition of pavement generally, as shown
in Fig. 1. Finally a decision threshold is set to obtain a binary
output. The proposed method is compared with traditional
methods like Canny [25] and local thresholding [26], and the
state-of-art methods like Free-Form Anisotropy (FFA) [13],
CrackForest [18], and Minimal Path Selection (MPS) [14]) to
validate its effectiveness. The contributions of the paper are the
following: 1) apply CNN based structured prediction on crack
detection and obtain an outstanding performance; 2) propose
a strategy to solve the multi-label classification problem with
imbalanced samples and analyze its influence.

This paper is organized as the following. Section II de-
scribes the implementing details of the convolutional neu-
ral network, including data preparation, the architecture of
CNN and training details. Section III gives the results and
evaluations. Section IV describes the structured prediction in
detail. Section V describes the influence of the imbalanced
samples and the strategy to deal with it. The generalization
of the method is discussed in Section VI. Conclusions and
perspectives are given in Section VII.

Fig. 2. The extracted patch centered on pixel (x, y). h is the distance between
the edges and the center. Thus the size of the patch is (2h+ 1)× (2h+ 1).

II. THE METHOD

A. Data Preparation

The proposed method is trained and tested on two databases:
CFD [18]1 with RGB images and AigleRN [7]2 with gray-level
images. The CFD database contains 118 RGB images with
a resolution of 320 × 480 pixels. All images are taken by
an iphone5 from pavements of Beijing, China. These images
contain noises such as shadows, oil spots and water stains, and
have non-uniform illumination. We use 72 images for training
and 46 images for testing. The AigleRN database contains
38 gray-level images, which have been collected on French
pavement and have been pre-processed to reduce the non-
uniform illumination. Compared to the images in CFD, the
pavement images in AigleRN are with more complex texture.
We use 24 images for training and 14 images for testing.

The input of the network are patches extracted from images
based on each specific pixel, as shown in Fig. 2. In this work,
we set the patch size as 27× 27 and thus h = 13. Typically,
RGB images with 3 channels and gray-level images with 1
channel are used as input of the network. So we propose a
network with 3 channels input and a network with 1 channel
input respectively.

In a typical crack image, non-crack pixels are a lot more
than crack pixels. For a classification task with imbalanced
samples, the proportion of positive and negative samples
has a great impact on the network performance. Specifically,
according to the manually labeled ground truth, if the center
pixel of the extracted patch is a crack pixel, the corresponding

1https://github.com/cuilimeng/CrackForest-dataset
2https://www.irit.fr/∼Sylvie.Chambon/Crack Detection Database.html

https://github.com/cuilimeng/CrackForest-dataset
https://www.irit.fr/~Sylvie.Chambon/Crack_Detection_Database.html
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Fig. 3. Example of negative (left) and positive (right) 27×27 training patches
extracted from the CFD database.

TABLE I
TRAINING DATABASE

CFD AigleRN

Image dimensions 320×480 991×462/311×462

Training Testing Training Testing
Images 72 46 24 14

Positive patches 185,483 107,112 39,208 42,317
Negative patches 556,449 6,958,488 117,624 4,168,351

Total patches 741,932 7,065,600 156,832 4,210,668
Positive : Negative 1:3 1:65 1:3 1:98.5

patch is a positive sample and vice versa. To modify the
proportion and keep the samples uniform, for training, all
positive samples are extracted first. Then negative samples
are extracted randomly according to the setting proportion.
Generally, the ratio of positive to negative samples is set to 1:3,
which is discussed in Section V. Then the training database can
be obtained as shown in Fig. 3. In testing procedure, all pixels
from an image are used and symmetric padding is used to deal
with the boundary of the image. As a result, we can obtain
all samples from an image in testing. For instance, 153,600
samples can be obtained in a 320×480 image. Details of the
training and testing database are shown in Table I.

Data with zero mean and equal variance is preferred for
optimization in machine learning. For image input, a common
practice is scaling the raw data from [0, 255] to [-1, 1]. This
preprocessing is adopted our work.

B. Network Architecture

Typical CNN contains convolutional layers, max-pooling
layers and fully-connection (FC) layers. The proposed network
has 4 convolutional layers with 2 max-pooling layers and 3
FC layers. The architecture of the network is illustrated in
Fig. 4 and Table II. Extracted patches are used as input of the
network with 3 channels in CFD and 1 channel in AigleRN.
All convolutional layers are equipped with kernel of 3×3 and
stride of 1, whose effectiveness has been verified in VGG-Net
[27]. Zeros padding on the boundary of each convolutional
layer is assigned to preserve the spatial resolution of resulting
feature maps after convolution. Max pooling is performed with
stride 2 over a 2× 2 window.

As shown in Fig. 1, the output of the network is a prediction
of the structure centered in the input patch. For generalization,

we use s to denote the size of the output structure. Thus s = 5
as shown in Fig. 1(c). The s × s window is flattened into s2

neurons in the network, as the output layer of the CNN shown
in Fig. 4, and is fully connected to the second last layer. Thus
the structured prediction problem is modeled as an multi-label
problem and s2 labels are from the corresponding ground truth.
Details about the multi-label problem is discussed in Section
IV.

For a multi-label classification problem, sigmoid function is
the commonly used activation function for the output. Except
the output units, all hidden layers are equipped with Rectified
Linear Units (ReLU) [28] for dealing with nonlinearity.

C. Training and Testing

In a multi-label problem, all output units are not mutually
exclusive, which means that more than one positive output may
exist at the same time. In this case, cross entropy is commonly
used in the loss function, which is defined as:

L = −
s2∑
i=1

(yi log ŷi + (1− yi) log(1− ŷi))

where yi and ŷi are the label and prediction of the ith output
unit, respectively; s2 is the number of labels. To prevent the
network from overfitting, weight decay is adopted in the paper
to penalize the large weights. The L2 penalty term is added
to the loss function and loss L′ used for optimization is:

L′ = L+ β · 1
2

∑
j

W 2
j

where L is the cross entropy function, β is the L2 penalty
factor and Wj is the jth weight in the network, including
weights in convolutional layers and FC layers. β is set to
0.0005 in the experiment.

Dropout [29] is also a simple and effective approach for
preventing overfitting. During training, value of hidden neu-
rons is set to zero randomly. It is applied on the first two FC
layers and the dropout ratio is set to 0.5.

Weights in convolutional layers and FC layers are initialized
using Xavier method [30]. Adam [31] is adopted as the
optimizer with default setting in the original paper (learning
rate set to 0.001). The batch size for each iteration is set to
256, and 20,000 iterations (43 epochs) in AigleRN and 30,000
iterations (13 epochs) in CFD are conducted.

In testing, each pixel is used for generating an input patch,
so input patches overlap, leading to overlap of output windows.
Typically, s2 decisions can be obtained from a pixel except that
it is near the boundary. Then for a testing image, all outputs
from a pixel are summed and normalized to [0,1]. As a result,
we can obtain a probability map from the results of all the
pixels of an image.

III. RESULTS

The network is programmed under TensorFlow. All experi-
ments are conducted on the workstation with Intel Xeon E5-
2690 2.9GHz CPU, 64GB RAM and Nvidia Quadro K5000
GPU.
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Fig. 4. An illustration of the CNN architecture. The leftmost image is the input patch with 3 channels. Other cubes indicate the feature maps obtained from
convolution (Conv) or max pooling. All convolutional layers are with kernel of 3 × 3, stride 1 and zeros padding. Max pooling is performed with stride 2
over a 2× 2 window.

TABLE II
ARCHITECTURE OF THE CNN. LAYER NAMES ARE FOLLOWED BY NUMBERS OF FEATURE MAPS.

SQUARE BRACKETS SPECIFY KERNEL SIZE, STRIDE AND PADDING.

Input → conv16 → conv16 → maxpool → conv32 → conv32 → maxpool → FC64 → FC64 → FC25[3×3,1,1] [3×3,1,1] [2×2,2,0] [3×3,1,1] [3×3,1,1] [2×2,2,0]

A. Evaluation

We test the performance of the network on test images.
For evaluation, precision (Pr), recall (Re) and F1 score (F1)
are introduced, which are commonly used in classification
problems, and defined as:

Pr =
TP

TP + FP

Re =
TP

TP + FN

F1 =
2× Pr ×Re

Pr +Re

where TP , FP , FN are the numbers of true positive, false
positive and false negative respectively. Considering that the
ground truth is subjective manually labels and there are
transitional areas between crack pixels and non-crack pixels
in real images, small distance between the detected result and
the reference, which is 2 pixels in [14] and 5 pixels in [18],
is accepted for evaluation. We accept 2 pixels in the paper.

B. Results on CFD

Exemplar detections on CFD are shown in Fig. 5. The
output of the network is a probability map as shown on the
third row. Whiter color indicates that the pixel is more likely
to be a crack pixel. Then the decision probability is set to
0.5 to remove the pixels with low probability, and a binary
output is obtained. It can be observed that only few pixels
are removed from binarization. The reason is that the contrast
between the detected crack pixels and the detected non-crack
pixels in the probability map is high. According to the output
images in Fig. 5, our method can effectively deal with complex
background and complex crack topology.

Fig. 6 and Table III shows the comparison with some other
algorithms. It can be observed that the two traditional methods

Fig. 5. Part of crack detection results by the proposed method (from top to
bottom: original image, ground truth, probability map, binary output).

are not suitable for crack detection as they are sensitive to
noises. Since both CrackForest and the proposed method are
supervised learning methods, we generate the same training
and testing databases for them. Notice that crack width is
overestimated in CrackForest, leading to the high recall but
low precision as shown in Table III. Evaluation results shown
in Table III indicate that the proposed method outperforms
CrackForest.
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Fig. 6. Results comparing on CFD (from left to right: original image, ground truth, Canny, local thresholding, CrackForest, the proposed method).

TABLE III
CRACK DETECTION RESULTS EVALUATION ON CFD

Pr Re F1

Canny 0.4377 0.7307 0.4570
Local thresholding 0.7727 0.8274 0.7418

CrackForest 0.7466 0.9514 0.8318
The proposed method 0.9119 0.9481 0.9244

TABLE IV
CRACK DETECTION RESULTS EVALUATION ON AIGLERN

Pr Re F1

Canny 0.1989 0.6753 0.2881
Local thresholding 0.5329 0.9345 0.6670

FFA 0.7688 0.6812 0.6817
MPS 0.8263 0.8410 0.8195

The proposed method 0.9178 0.8812 0.8954

C. Results on AigleRN

Fig. 7 and Table IV present the results of different algo-
rithms on AigleRN. It is again observed that the two traditional
methods are sensitive to noise and fail to find the continuous
cracks. FFA can find some cracks in a local scale, but can
hardly find all the continuous cracks. MPS is more effective
to find the continuous cracks on a global view. Compared to
MPS, our proposed method can find the cracks with better
precision and higher recall. From image results, it is clear that
the proposed method outperforms the others.

IV. OUTPUT STRUCTURE

Generally, CNN is used for classification [19]. Typical
classification problems contain single-label classification and
multi-label classification. In a single-label classification prob-
lem, a sample can only be classified into one class. For
example, in [23], crack detection is modeled as a binary
classification problem and a pixel is classified as a crack pixel
or a non-crack pixel based on its neighbouring information.
However, in a multi-label classification problem, a sample

can be classified into more than one class. Structured pre-
diction based on CNN, modeled as a multi-label classification
problem, is quite a new idea [24]. The method utilizes the
information of a patch to predict not only the centered pixel
but the centered structure. This operation takes the spacial
relations between pixels into account, i.e., a crack pixel is
more likely to be neighboured by another crack pixel and vice
versa.

In this experiment, we explore the performance of the struc-
tured prediction. The size of the output structure is denoted
by s. Results presented are obtained for s = 1, 3, 5, 7, i.e., the
number of output units is set to 1, 9, 25, 49, respectively. Other
configurations remain unchanged. Specifically, for s = 1,
the model is simplified to the pixel classification problem
similar to [23]. The performance with different sizes of output
structure is shown in Fig. 8.

From Fig. 8, it can be observed that all results for structured
prediction, particularly for s = 5, are better than that for pixel
classification. To identify the difference between the structured
prediction and the pixel classification, we present the proba-
bility maps for s = 1 and s = 5, as shown in Fig. 9. Both
of them can detect the cracks but pixel classification is much
more sensitive to noises. This is natural when considering the
procedure of patches extraction and classification. Classifying
a pixel based on its neighbouring information is the original
design. However, the network is essentially classifying the
patches in the procedure. Thus, limited by samples, it may
be trapped in overfitting and misunderstand the classification
problem. For example, if the mean of the extracted patches
distinguishes between positive samples and negative samples,
CNN may essentially turn to a classifier of patches based
on the mean. The mean is a good feature for patches but is
not enough to classify the pixel, since it is sensitive to the
interference like non-uniform illumination. It is very confusing
as we can not ensure what is CNN based on to classify the
patches. Structured prediction can solve this problem to some
extent, as it aims to predict several outputs at the same time.
The outputs between patch to patch differ slightly based on the
labels. Therefore, the network can not rely on single feature
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Fig. 7. Results of different methods on AigleRN (from left to right: original image, ground truth, Canny, local thresholding, FFA, MPS, the proposed method).

to accurately predict all outputs of a patch. This prevents the
network from misunderstanding the problem.

Another explanation is for the testing procedure. In pixel
classification, only one decision is obtained from the network
for a pixel. However, in structured prediction, s2 decisions
can be obtained for a pixel by scanning all pixels through the
whole image. These decisions are summed to obtain a more
accurate result. Besides, normalizing the whole output image
to [0,1] gives a global view to smooth the detected pixels.

V. RATIO OF POSITIVE TO NEGATIVE SAMPLES

Applying structured prediction directly can hardly obtain
a satisfying result. As is shown in Table I, crack pixels are
much fewer than non-crack pixels in typical crack images. The
ratio of positive to negative samples is down to 1:65 in CFD,
and even down to 1:98.5 in AigleRN. In such a classification
task with severely imbalanced samples, the ratio of positive to

negative has a great impact on the training results. To clarify
the problem, assume that the natural ratio(i.e., 1:65) is used
in training, if the predicted results of CNN are all negative,
i.e., it predicts all pixels to be non-crack pixels, it can obtain a
high accuracy as 65/(65+1) = 0.985. Thus if no treatment is
conducted to deal with imbalanced data, the network prefers
predicting negative results in training, which would lead to
overestimation of the number of non-crack pixels in testing,
as shown in Fig. 11.

Typically, in a multi-label problem, one output unit rep-
resents one class. Specifically in our method, an output unit
represents a pixel on the particular position. For output units,
a significant characteristic is that if a crack pixel appears, it
is likely to find crack pixels on other units. Based on this
characteristic, we introduce the terms positive sample and
negative sample that used in binary classification, as we just
care about the probabilities of crack pixels and non-crack
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Fig. 8. Precision, recall and F1 score value variations with different sizes of
output structure. Testing on CFD and AigleRN respectively.

Fig. 9. Example probability maps with s = 1 (middle) and s = 5 (right) for
the original image (left).

pixels appearing. The particular position is not so important.
According to the patch extraction procedure, we define an
input extracted from a crack pixel as a positive sample, and an
input extracted from a non-crack pixel as a negative sample.
Experiments are conducted to make a thorough investigation
on the influence of the ratio.

In the experiment, the total number of positive samples and
negative samples are kept constant, and the ratio of positive
to negative samples is modified. The ratio R is defined as:

R =
negative samples
positive samples

For example, if we keep the number of total samples to be
120, R = 1 means 60 positive samples and 60 negative
samples, while R = 2 means 40 positive samples and 80
negative samples. We set the number of total training samples
to be 360,000 for CFD and 60,000 for AigleRN. All training
samples are generated from training dataset randomly, and we
test the model with different training conditions on the whole
testing dataset. The result is shown in Fig. 10.

From Fig. 10, upward trend of precision and downward
trend of recall can be clearly seen. The reason is that increasing
negative samples in training would evidently increase the
probability of negative prediction of the model, as is discussed
above. This can be observed more clearly from Fig. 11. With
higher R in training, the model overestimate the number of the
non-crack pixels, which leads to higher precision and lower

Fig. 10. Precision, recall and F1 score value variations with different ratios
of positive to negative samples. Testing on CFD and AigleRN respectively.

(a) Original image (b) R = 1

(c) R = 3 (d) R = 5

(e) R = 59 (f) Natural(R = 184)

Fig. 11. Results of the network with different ratios of positive to negative
samples in training. Natural means all samples are extracted randomly.

recall. F1 score varies accordingly. Besides, precision and
recall are computed according to manual labels, which are
different from database to database. Since cracks in ground
truth of CFD are wider than those of AigleRN generally, the
best ratios for different database are different. From Fig. 10,
the acceptable range of R is 2 6 R 6 5 for CFD and
2 6 R 6 3 for AigleRN.

VI. GENERALIZATION STUDY

From results shown in Section III, we can see that the model
works efficiently on CFD database and AigleRN database,
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Fig. 12. Examples of cross database testing. From left to right on the top (training/testing): original image, CFD/CFD, AigleRN/CFD, Hybrid/CFD. From
left to right on the bottom: original image, AigleRN/AigleRN, CFD/AigleRN, Hybrid/AigleRN. All outputs are probability maps.

TABLE V
CROSS DATABASE TESTING

Train
Test

AigleRN CFD

AigleRN
Pr = 0.9178 Pr = 0.9651

Re = 0.8812 Re = 0.3832

F1 = 0.8954 F1 = 0.4812

CFD
Pr = 0.6488 Pr = 0.9119

Re = 0.8819 Re = 0.9481

F1 = 0.7182 F1 = 0.9244

Hybrid
Pr = 0.9042 Pr = 0.9018

Re = 0.8448 Re = 0.9494

F1 = 0.8677 F1 = 0.9210

respectively. In this section, the generalization of the model is
discussed. In practical applications, different data acquisition
systems bring different types of data. Besides, conditions of
pavements differ from road to road. We conduct cross database
testing on the two databases to confirm the validation of the
model generalization.

We conduct three experiments: training on CFD and testing
on AigleRN, training on AigleRN and testing on CFD, and
training and testing on a hybrid database. In the first two exper-
iments, the training and testing databases generated previously
are used. For the hybrid database, we take half of both training
databases to generate a new training database and test on the
other images. The examples of results are shown in Fig. 12
and the evaluations are shown in Table V.

It is observed that in cross testing, cracks detected by the
model trained on AigleRN are very thin, leading to low recall
and high precision, and the opposite is true for the model
trained on CFD. In addition, a hybrid data training can make
a trade-off. Moreover, results from hybrid data training suggest
that with more data from different pavement conditions, CNN
can learn better to predict cracks for different roads with the
same architecture.

VII. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

In this paper, an effective method based on CNN is proposed
for pavement crack detection. Compared with other state-of-

art methods, the proposed method shows a better performance
in terms of dealing with different pavement texture. After
training, the model can predict cracks close to the manual
labels. This evidently shows that deep learning methods have
potential for crack structure prediction. The network can learn
from raw images without any preprocessing and output very
satisfactory results.

With training and testing on different databases, we observe
a good generalization of the model. With hybrid data training,
the potential of a general model for different conditions of
pavements may be brought out. Since CNN has a good
learning ability for images, the network architecture can also
be considered for other types of data, such as laser and 3D
camera images, which are commonly obtained from systems
of pavement distress detection.

Moreover, from cross testing we can see the influence
of the manual labels to the detection results. As shown in
experiments, thinner crack labels lead to thinner crack outputs.
This is basically because labelling still limited by judgements
of human experts. Our main perspective is to develop Semi-
supervised or unsupervised learning methods to break through
the limitations of human judgments.
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